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0 of 0 review helpful A treat for many By Customer I purchased 4 books about Gary IN for an elderly male who lives 
in an Assisted Living facility Many of the residents are from this area and the books were a treat for all 0 of 0 review 
helpful Memories By Frank Miller Glad to see some acknowledgment of Gary as the progressive city it was As book 
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is titled Gary s W Though Gary was an industrial city founded by U S Steel the Horace Mann neighborhood evolved 
into one of the most exclusive residential areas in northwest Indiana Skilled craftsmen from the mills were able to live 
among doctors and lawyers as well as businessmen and supervisors from U S Steel From the boom years of the 1920s 
through the 1960s residents of diverse economic backgrounds sent their children to the same schools prayed together 
in the same houses of wor About the Author John C Trafny was born in Gary Indiana and graduated from Emerson 
High School in 1968 A former steelworker Trafny has taught social studies and the history of the Calumet region at 
Bishop Noll Institute in Hammond Indiana He is also a gue 
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